. Schematic overview of the computational phase in the comparative study.
To avoid bias at any level, every sample is processed in an identical way. Finally, each case is assigned to a or multiple particular study component(s), being the part(s) for which it is most qualified. gDNA-13 is depicted. This sample has a validated duplication and deletion at chromosomes 5 and 6, respectively (Table S3 ). WISECONDOR is the only tool that seems to correctly normalize this sample. The chromosomes are only partly visualized. WISECONDOR's false positives (6 in total) are positioned in the middle of each plot, additionally marked by transparent grey bars running across the tools. The reciprocity within these bars hints towards unannotated (mosaic) events rather than false positives. This was not observed in the far majority of false positives returned by other tools, unless for some 'deviations' exclusively returned by the reference-free tools. This sample has three validated aberrations in chromosomes 3 and 5 (Table S3) . WISECONDOR is the only tool that seems to correctly normalize this sample. WisecondorX shows a decreased value for the X-chromosome (NIPT-21), whilst few reads mapped the Y-chromosome (considered noise). Monosomy X was confirmed by chorionic villus sampling. Table S2 . Samples used in the comparative study.
Since some tools require healthy reference samples, fifty were selected per type of analysis.
Furthermore, a set of twenty test cases with proven aberrations (Table S3 ) and a second equally-sized set without variations were selected for the actual comparative analysis, where the bin size was set according to the number of mapped reads in the reference sets -this to obtain similar Gaussian noise levels. Table S3 . Used case samples with validated aberrations.
Tool
In total, thirteen chromosomal, four large and eleven small subchromosomal variations were included across fifteen NIPT and five gDNA samples with validated aberrations. NIPT validation was mostly performed by amniocentesis and chorionic villus sampling whilst gDNA aberrations were discovered and confirmed by trio analysis. De novo annotations could be assigned if they were supported by phenotype. Abbreviations: sWGS = shallow whole-genome sequencing; FF = fetal fraction; AC = amniocentesis; CVS = chorionic villus sampling; (+) = gain; (-) = loss.
